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Lightning produced by wind turbines
“The leader channels were
dim, suggesting low electrical
currents during their upward
growth. Since no surges of
brightness were observed, the
currents involved were
continuous. The tips of the
leaders were brighter
indicating intense ionization
and exhibited diffuse ends
marking the streamer zone.”

“The occurrence of leaders at
the same time and in a close
proximity (less than 300 m)
indicates a poor screening
effect between them. This fact
is of importance in the
assessment of the exposure to
lightning of individual wind
turbines”

Three upward positive lightning leaders progressing from rotating wind turbines. Notice
the aborted leaders from the other turbines (Integrated frames of a high-speed video)

A Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) was deployed in the Ebro’s Delta region
in 2011, the first to be installed in Europe. The LMA technology captures VHF
radio emissions of lightning channels and is able to accurately map, in three
dimensions, the lightning leaders that spread through the cloud.

Map showing the location of the LMA sensors (crosses and
pictures) and weather radars of the SMC (squares). The yellow
area corresponds to the wind farms in the range of the LMA.

“The LMA detected this rare lightning flash, which initiated at a wind turbine
and hit ground 20 to 25 km away. In fact, it was initiated as an upward negative
leader growing into positive charge of the cloud. Inside the cloud, the leaders
branched out toward the southeast at an altitude of 5–6 km. This observation is
significant, because it confirms the production of extra lightning strikes within a
few tens of kilometers around tall objects, which without their presence may
not have occurred. This is a very rare type of flash not reported before and can
be classified as a ground-to-cloud-to-ground flash.”
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Motivation
Under thunderstorm conditions, man-made structures that
are much higher than their surroundings (100 m or more)
are exposed to strong local electric fields and are prone to
initiate upward lightning leaders. Multi-megawatt wind
turbines are a particular sort of such tall structures as the
rotating blades encompass almost 40% of the total turbine
height. Moreover, the extensive presence of composite
materials on the blades (such as glass fiber and carbonreinforced plastics) combined with the high exposure to
lightning attachments can end in severe damage, even in a
collapse of the blades after a lightning protection failure.
In fact, lightning threats to wind turbines are present all
year-round. During the warm season, when the majority of
lightning occurs at mid-latitudes, wind turbines have a
higher probability of being struck by normal negative cloudto-ground lightning than their surroundings. During the cold
season, despite the rather low lightning activity, low cloudbase thunderstorms present favorable conditions for the
initiation of upward lightning flashes from tall structures
such as wind turbines. Recent research reported that these
off-season storms can produce very energetic lightning
events and a large amount of damage.
Nowadays the wind energy industry is migrating toward the
installation of offshore windfarms, where winter lightning
damage on turbines may be enhanced. Therefore, it has
become even more necessary to gain deeper in-sight into
the understanding of the initiation and development of
lightning flashes triggered by complex rotating structures.
In this presentation we summarize the recent activity of the
Lightning Research Group from the Technical University of
Catalonia regarding lightning threats to wind turbines

“ground-to-cloud-to-ground flash”

Winter lightning

Winter lightning stroke density (strokes·km-2·year-1) for the period 2009-2013.
“Winter lightning poses a critical risk to tall objects such as wind turbines
because self-initiated lightning may be enhanced during winter conditions.
Global winter lightning activity maps are helpful to identify areas of winter lightning
activity when performing the risk analysis such as proposed in IEC standards.“
“Global winter lightning activity maps shows that winter lightning occur in
extratropical regions with preference for oceanic and coastal areas. The maps
also confirm the high winter activity in Japan, but present other winter active
regions, that should be taken into account in future wind turbine strategic
planning.”

Average number of winter thunderstorms per year (2009-2013)

March 2016
Lightning risk assessment
A specific standard for wind turbine risk assessment against lightning has
been issued in 2010 (IEC 61400-24). The equation to predict the expected
number of lightning strikes to this particular man-made structure is similar
to the one for general building protection (IEC 62305-2):
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Downward lightning to wind turbines
Case study 2011-11-20 [04:37 UTC]
The LMA plot shows a flash starting just above a wind turbine with a fast
negative downward leader originated at 3 km aprox. producing two downward
strokes on wind turbines. Two strokes (-98 kA, -7 kA) involved the turbines at
highest altitude (625 m). No leader activity was observed above 6 km. The
radar maximum reflectivity product (dBZ max) shows the flash starting on a
small convective core with reflectivity within 35-45 dBZ . The in-cloud leaders
progressed towards the trailing stratiform area. The Top-35 (height reached by
35 dBZ) was aroud 7.0 km throughout the thunderstorm life-cycle.

LMA sources of an upward flash originated on a wind turbine and terminating at ground. Cross
symbols indicate ground strokes, crosses (bold) in the plan view correspond to the locations
of the ELMA stations ground-to-cloud-to-ground flash

Lightning flash density
[Ng]
(CG flash km-2 year-1)
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Top: LMA sources corresponding to a flash. Height vs. time
and geographical projections (LAT vs. LON) and side views
(LAT and LON vs. height).
Left: Maximum radar reflectivity (in dBZ). Blue square
corresponds to the LMA initial point (intracloud
breakdown). White dots are the CG strokes. Arrow points
to the wind turbine. In grey, the radar location.

“The present case studies occurred between November and April, a period of
low activity (5% of the annual occurrence). However, during this low activity
months, cloud charges are closer to the ground and even if downward
lightning to wind turbines can be more common in relation to deep convective
situations, results suggest that “out of season” thunderstorms, showing limited
vertical extent, may also be a threat to wind turbines.”
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“The environmental factor (Cd), which should
correct the influence of mountainous terrain,
should also incorporate the “winter lightning”
conditions that could trigger upward lightning”
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The concept of effective height:
the structure with height H on the
flat ground will experience the
same lightning incidence as the
structure of height h on the
mountain of height a
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